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ABSTRACT 
The curved ramp bridges not only have beautiful outward, but also have strong 
adaptability, so they are widely used in urban road traffic construction. However, the 
reduction of the radius of curvature is often accompanied by some diseases, such as 
bridge bearing hanging in the air, lateral displacement of the girder, side direction 
landslip, and even the overturning of the bridge. In order to find out the main causes 
and the laws of these problems, and to analyze the mechanical properties of the small 
radius curved ramp bridges, this paper establishes finite element models to analyze. 
Firstly, the finite element software is used to establish the solid models with 
different values of curve radius and different support forms, analyze the performance 
of them under various load conditions and find out the causes of gapped support, 
lateral displacement and side direction landslip. The results of finite element analysis 
show that the prestressing effect and the vehicle centrifugal force are the main causes 
of bearing hanging in the air ; The vehicle centrifugal force and the overall 
temperature rise are the main causes of lateral displacement of the girder; In the case 
of normal installation of prestressed tendons, the webs of the ramp are unlikely to 
crack, but once the construction process of installation deviation, there is a small local 
radius, then the main stress of the webs will increase dramatically, it is easy to lead to 
web crack. 
Then, the anti-overturning analysis of ramp bridges under different bearing 
conditions under the partial loading of the overloaded fleet load is carried out. The 
results show that ramp bridges, under heavy vehicle load, in addition to the end of the 
inner side of the bearing empty, will not occur overturning; The anti-overturning 
performance of the s ramp bridges supported by the double support of the middle pier 
is better than those supported by the single support of the middle pier. 
Finally, the influence of the radius of curvature and the bearing arrangement on 
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support of the middle pier is analyzed. The results show that the smaller the radius of 
curvature of the ramp bridge more prone to the problem of bearing empty, but it is not 
prone to overturned accident. Increasing the spacing between the side piers and the 
eccentricity of the middle pier can enhance the anti-overturning stability of the ramp 
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图 1.1 福建安溪县“彩虹桥” 
自百年以前德国建造世界上第一座现代化的曲线梁桥起[2]，借助钢筋混凝
土技术以及预应力技术的发明和成熟，发达国家开始大量修建曲线梁桥，例如
美国的科罗拉多桥、 Linn Love Viaduct 桥，法国的让纳维利埃桥，日本的青森
























       
（a）武汉红庙立交匝道弯桥         （b）重庆黄桷湾立交匝道弯桥 
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